In-the-Hoop Jelly Roll Purse
For 8"x12" Hoops
Press all jelly rolls strips before cutting them.
The handles and tab are made before starting the purse.
Make sure you load the correct files when instructed. Look at the file names (Front, Back)
The magnetic snap and optional purse feet were purchased from JoAnns. There is no size for
purse feet. The magnetic snap package does not list a size. Ours measured .75” across.
SUPPLIES NEEDED:
Embroidery Machine and unit
5"x7" and 8"x12" hoops
Threads to match or blend and pre-wound bobbins
Use a medium weight cut away stabilizer. On some samples no show poly mesh stabilizer was used.
Handles
1 strip of the jelly roll
2 strips of byAnnie’s Soft & Stable .75” x 20” *Cut these pieces after making the handles. See handle instructions below as some jelly rolls can vary slightly.
Tab 5x7 Hoop
2 pieces of fabric 2.50”w x 6.50”h
1 piece of Soft & Stable 2.50” x 5”
Purse {Front} 8x12 Hoop
1 piece of Soft & Stable 10” x 16”
7 strips from the jelly roll cut 6.50” long
-1 piece A
-2 pieces B
-2 pieces C
-2 pieces D
-1 strip 2.50” x 14.50” This is the piece above the 7 strips E
-1 piece of lining fabric 9.50”w x 14.50”h F Note the lining will show ¼” around the top of the bag
Purse {Back} 8x12 Hoop
1 piece of Soft & Stable 10” x 16”
7 strips from the jelly roll cut 6.50” long
-1 piece A
-2 pieces B
-2 pieces C
-2 pieces D
-1 piece strip 2.50” x 14.50” This is the piece above the 7 strips E
-1 piece of lining fabric 9.50”w x 14.50”h F Note the lining will show ¼” around the top of the bag
1 Magnetic Snap .75” round
You can get more than one purse from a large jelly roll (one with 40 strips)

